Mitred Hip Packs

Mitred Hip Soakers and Perimeter Clips (10 courses per pack)

1) Ensure that the hip rafter bisects the angle at the fascia board at 45˚ on plan. Install roofing underlay.

2) Mitre cut the batten ends on top of the hip rafter. Locate the first hip soaker centrally over the hip rafter and nail to the first tiling batten using two 25mm nails.

3) Where possible set out the eaves course so as to provide an equal cut at each hip. At the hip lay either a standard or Tile and a half tile on each side and mark and cut to give a close fitting mitred joint. Position the mitred cut tiles over the soaker.

4) On the left hand side of the hip, the tile clip secures the tail of the tile. On the right hand side of the hip at a hole nearest the hip a perimeter clip is positioned on top of the tile, and is secured by nailing through the tile and into the batten.

5) Locate the second hip soaker centrally over the hip rafter on top of the first course of mitred tiles and nail to the second course of tiling battens using two 25mm nails.

6) Lay the second course of tiles working towards the hip from both directions. At the hip, position a double tile on each side, then mark and cut to give a close fitting mitred joint. Position the mitred cut tiles over the mitred hip soaker and locate the right hand cut tile into the clip.
Mitred Hip Packs

**Mitred Hip Pack 22.5 - 44.5deg**
Code - BUZ/7951/MHP1/--
A) 10 no. Hip Soakers 22.5 - 44.5deg
B) 10 no. Perimeter Clips (Grey or Rustic)

**Mitred Hip Pack 46 - 70deg**
Code - BUZ/7951/MHP2/--
A) 10 no. Hip Soakers 46 - 70deg
B) 10 no. Perimeter Clips (Grey or Rustic)

**Mitred Hip Pack Splay**
Code - BUZ/7951/MHSP/--
A) 10 no. Hip Soakers Splay
B) 10 no. Perimeter Clips (Grey or Rustic)

Information on the complete range of Forticrete products can be found on the Internet at www.forticrete.co.uk

The information contained within this publication is as accurate as possible at the time of going to press. However, this document does not form part of any contract and Forticrete cannot accept liability for any errors or omissions. Forticrete operates a policy of continuous product development and therefore reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.
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